SKI TRIPS

TAILOR-MADE SKI COURSES
TOTAL ON-SLOPE SUPERVISION
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Dear Party Leader,
Welcome to our 'new look' ski brochure. It is with great pride that I write the
introduction to this brochure. We are delighted with the friendships that have
been established over the years, along with the progression of young skiers
some of whom have now become competent qualified ski guides. If you have
not yet sampled our friendly and quality product then why not give us a call
today!
Our aim of an educational, quality experience with safety in mind remains our
top priority. We are fully aware of the stringent restrictions imposed on party
leaders with the requirements of supervision and are pleased to maintain a
1:8 free place ratio on our ski courses.
For new and current leaders we have a selection of templates that can be
used for parental information booklets available to you at the time of your
booking.
Below is a summary of our services and packages for you and your party:-

1:8 free place ratio
Competitive price
95% repeat bookings
Over 25 years team experience
Financial guarantee
Resort representatives
Structured lessons by local ski school

British ski guides with you all week
Total on-slope supervision
6 hours skiing a day
Inclusive price
Full après ski programme
Professional, quality service
24h out of hours contact

We hope you enjoy our new brochure, should you require further information
or simply wish to make a booking, please do not hesitate to contact us on
01493 665965 (Mon-Fri / 08:30-16:30), or if more convenient e-mail:
info@set-uk.com with your specifications.
Full booking conditions can be found on our website: www.set-uk.com
Kind regards,
Michelle Savage
Information & Booking (01493) 665965 or Email us info@set-uk.com
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BORMIO
Resort info
Top station height:

3012 m

Resort heights:

1225 m

Masked runs:

50 km

Longest run:

6 km

Details of Pistes:
Blue
Red
Black

20 km
25 km
5 km

Snow making equipment:

Yes

3
7
6

Ski Suitability:
Beginners
Intermediate
Advanced

The most experienced skiers can also put their skills
to the test on the Valbella and Betulle slopes, while
anyone looking for a long, but more leisurely
panoramic piste to ski down should try the Bimbi al
Sole, which is a good 6km in length.
There is a wide choice of slopes also for beginners,
with easy pistes at the valley bottom and higher up.
It is also possible to ski down one of the greatest
drops found anywhere in the Alps: without ever
needing to take your skis off it is possible to descend
from 3000 to 1225 meters, from the Valletts peak right
into town. The large-scale snow cannon programme
guarantees good skiing from as early as December.

Details of lifts:
Cable car
Chairs
Drags

Bormio is an ancient spa town that nestles in the
mountain and is full of rustic charm. The mountain
has almost 50 km of piste but your pass can also
cover the nearby resorts of Santa Caterina and
Valdidentro, opening up a variety of possibilities.

Good
Excellent
Good

Off the mountain Bormio is rustic, the streets are
cobbled and there is a feel of being transported back
in time. Unfortunately, much of the accommodation is
outside the centre but it is easy enough to get back in
to town to relax those achy bones by heading to the
ancient Roman baths.

Après ski:
Thermal baths
Disco
Quiz
Tobogganing
Pizza Night

Travelling Time: 15.5 hours from Calais
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GRESSONEY
Resort info
Top station height:

3260 m

Resort height:

1800 m

Marked runs:

200 km

Snow making equipment:

Yes

Details of Lifts:
Gondolas
Chairs
Drags
Cable
Other

5
17
4
3
6

Ski Suitability:
Beginners
Intermediate
Advanced

Very good
Excellent
Excellent

Described as the hidden jewel in Italy's crown,
Gressoney is situated in the beautiful mountain
region of Monterosa. The most modern of Italy's
ski areas, the resort boasts 200km of slopes with
up-to-date lifts and cable railways. The
Monterosa ski area is made up of three valleys
connected by 35 lifts with a variety of blue and red
runs as well as exciting black runs for the more
advanced skiers. The area is also equipped with
over 400 snow cannons.
Gressoney is able to offer a variety of après ski
activities including Turkish baths and swimming.
Although the resort is modern the towns are very
traditional with many homes and buildings made
of wood and stone and resting on short
mushroom, shaped pillars. The town is renowned
for keeping its traditions, costumes and dialect
and for the breath taking views it provides of the
mountains.

Après ski:
Swimming
Turkish baths
Cinema evening
Quiz
Presentation evening

Travelling Time: 15.5 hours from Calais

The accommodation is situated in the hamlet of
Stafal at 1800m above sea level. The 4 star hotel
is only 200m from the ski lift and more
experienced skiers are able to ski right to the
door. All rooms have modern facilities and are 2, 3
or 4 bedded. The high standard cuisine is served
in the hotel dining room which provides
spectacular views of the surrounding mountains.
The hotel staff organise entertainment for your
group and there is also a cinema room and
spacious lounge bar with TV.
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SANTA
CATERINA
Resort info
Top station height:

2725 m

Resort height: Santa Caterina 1738 m
Bormio

1225 m

Marked runs:

75 km

Longest run:

14 km

Piste Details:
Blue
Red
Black

6 km
27 km
6 km

Snow making equipment: Yes

2
8
1
20

Ski Suitability:
Beginners
Intermediate
Expert

Bormio can be included on the lift pass and is only a
short trip away, the options for skiing are then far more
than you would initially think. Santa Caterina offers a
range of skiing more for the intermediate skier but with
adequate beginner runs and some challenging options
for the more adventurous. Bormio gives the opportunity,
for both the beginner and advanced skier, to ski the
whole mountain seeing the mass of spectacular views
from within the tree line to above it using an array of
long sweeping pistes.
Whilst skiing at Bormio you can also take the long
cruise down “Pista Stelvio”, which is the challenging
down hill run, or you could take the hassle free long
descent taking you over approximately 14km in to the
town of Bormio itself. Within these two ski areas the
chance to progress through your skiing levels is within
the grasps of all that ski this spectacular area.

Details of Lift:
Cable Car
Chairs
Gondola
Drags

Santa Caterina flows with the aura of charm and
friendliness, located in the region of Alta Valtellina. The
resort in itself is not the typical thriving ski resort but a
refreshingly peaceful one so more time can be spent
skiing instead of queuing.

Good
Excellent
Good

Basing the group at Santa Caterina gives the feeling of
quietness but with a short trip to Bormio your group can
experience the delights of some of the local après ski.
Or you could be tempted by the luxury of relaxing in the
local thermal baths that offer a cure not just for aching
muscles but “a range of ailments such as colds and flu”.

Après Ski:
Disco
Ice Skating
Tobogganing
Pizza Night

Travelling time: 16.5 hours from Calais

Our accommodation is based in Santa Caterina itself.
All hotels have a maximum occupancy of 5 per room
and provide exceptionally good local food.
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EHRWALD
Resort info
Top station height: Lermoos
Zugspitze

2233 m
2962 m

Resort height:

994 m

Marked runs:

60 km

Longest run:

4.5 km

Piste Details:
Blue
Red
Black

24 km
20 km
2 km

Snow making equipment:

Yes

Details of Lifts:
Cable Car
Chairs
Telecabine
Drags

2
8
2
16

Excellent
Excellent
Good

Après Ski:
Disco
Bowling
Swimming
Ice skating
Tobogganing

Travelling time:

This snow-sure resort offers the beginner one of the
best progressions known to us. Commencing with the
rope tow and drag lifts on the wide safe runs in
Ehrwald itself and progressing to the Ehrwalder Alm,
accessed by telecabine, with a long gentle blue run
through the trees to the base of the Alm. The lift pass
incorporates all three villages and the Zugspitze,
guaranteeing skiing right into the summer on the
Zugspitzplatt.
Lermoos provides a more testing ski area and the
introduction of a six person telecabine reduced the
dreaded queues to a minimum. In fact, queuing in this
idyllic resort is a rarity. Although the villages are not
linked, the use of your own coach will enable you to ski
all three areas and enjoy the full range of skiing
available. The Zugspitze will provide the ultimate
experience of skiing at nearly 3000m in a wide safe
bowl serviced by a dozen lifts.

Ski Suitability:
Beginners
Intermediate
Expert

The three villages of Ehrwald, Lermoos and Biberwier
form a triangle at the base of the magnificent
Zugspitze on the Austro-German border. All three
villages are traditionally Tyrolean, unspoilt by overcommercialism and each has its own characteristics,
varying from Lermoos on a wide, barn-dotted, sunny
plain, to Ehrwald nestling at the foot of the Zugspitze
with its quiet meandering streets and impressive
range of shops, bars and cafes.

A varied après-ski programme is available and
completes the make-up of this truly favourite Austrian
skiing experience.
13.5 hours from Calais
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AXAMER LIZUM
Resort info
Top station height:

2340 m

Resort height:

1700 m

Marked runs:

70 km

Longest run:

8 km

Set against a dramatic background of snow-capped
peaks, the skiing at the Lizum extends up both sides of
a valley formed by two peaks: the Hoadl (2343m) and
the Birgitzkopfl (2098m).

Piste Details:
Green/Blue
Red
Black

Axamer Lizum, Innsbruck’s Olympic ski area, has a
wonderful range of slopes for all abilities, including
introductory nursery slopes through daunting mogul
fields, and the chance to ski an Olympic Downhill run! It
is hardly surprising that this unbeatable area has been
selected more than once to host the Winter Olympics.
The same qualities that attract the greatest skiers in the
world have also made the Lizum a firm favourite for
school groups.

11 km
23 km
7 km

Tobogganing
Bowling
Quiz
Swimming

Access to the Hoadl is by way of a series of chair lifts or
by the Hoadbahn funicular that rises over 1200m in a
mere six minutes. Skiing in this area starts at over
1500m and snow conditions are normally good, due to
its north and east facing slopes. The nursery area
extends to the foot of the Ladies Downhill run. First
time skiers will quickly progress to the gentle practice
slopes served by the Gruben draglift, and then to the
expanse of wide blue and red Schönboden runs. The
higher slopes of the Pleissea include the Olympic
Downhill routes, and even intermediate skiers can
enjoy the thrill of following in the ski tracks of the
champions.

Travelling time:

The accommodation is located 6km south of Innsbruck,
and the rooms are 2 to 6 bedded, all with shower and
toilet.

Snow making equipment:
Details of Lifts:

Total

Yes
20

Ski Suitability:
Beginners
Intermediate
Expert

Excellent
Excellent
Good

Après Ski:

14 hours from Calais
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BAD

KLEINKIRCHHEIM
Resort info
Top station height:

Resort height:

1968 m

BKK 1100 m
St Oswald 2055 m

Marked runs:

103 km

Longest run:

9 km

Piste Details:
Green/Blue
Red
Black

18 km
77 km
8 km

Snow making equipment:

Yes

Details of Lifts:
Gondolas
Chairs
Drags

4
7
15

BKK and St Oswald have an impressive, well planned
ski area with runs suitable for skiers of all abilities and
in particular the beginner / intermediate. The efficient lift
system takes the young skiers to the high altitude
beginner's slopes at Nockalm, where they can progress
onto some gentle, wide blues, ideal for improving skills.
Intermediate skiers will discover a diverse range of blue
and red runs around the Kaiserburg, with the more
advanced skier delighting in the chance to ski the World
Cup Super G.S. course and the 5 km, Franz Klammer
run.
The accommodation, generally family run is a short
coach drive from BKK and all rooms are 2 - 5 bedded
with full private facilities. Complemented by a varied
après ski programme and the picturesque scenery of
Carinthia, BKK is a must for your next ski course.

Ski Suitability:
Beginners
Intermediate
Expert

Bad Kleinkirchheim or BKK as it is popularly known in
Britain, is Franz Klammer’s home town and boasts the
largest ski area in Carinthia. The resort is located in the
far south-east of Austria, away from the usual skiing
destinations, and has developed from a summer spa
with a limited ski area into a very good sized ski resort.

Excellent
Excellent
Very Good

Après Ski:
Disco
Quiz
Swimming
Thermal baths

Travelling time:

16.5 hours from Calais
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ZILLER VALLEY
Resort info
Top station height: Hochzillertal 2188 m
Whole ziller
3286 m
Valley.
Resort height:

565 m

Marked runs:

525 km

Longest run:

12 km

Piste Details:
Green/Blue
Red
Black

72 km
108 km
18 km

Snow making equipment:

Yes

Details of Lifts:
Cable car
Chairs
Drags

14
39
81

Ski Suitability:
Beginners
Intermediate
Expert

The ‘Zillertal Super Ski Pass’ encompasses all the
resorts in the valley, including the Hintertux, offering
some of the most extensive and varied skiing in the
Alps. Add to this the advantage of your own transport
and the scope for exploring this valley becomes
endless.
Our accommodation is located in the small villages at
the entrance to the valley and is in friendly, generally
family run Gasthof's with en-suite facilities, enabling
your party not only to exploit the valley, but also the
option of a varied après-ski programme, with Innsbruck
just a stones throw away.

Very Good
Very Good
Very Good

Après Ski:
Disco
Bowling
Quiz
Swimming

Travelling time:

The entrance to this vast valley lies midway between
Innsbruck and the German border crossing of Kufstein,
making the area readily accessible from the main
autobahn system. The river Ziller has cut its way
through a beautiful valley from near the high
mountains on the Austro-Italian border to where it joins
the Inn. Dotted along this valley are more than twenty
idyllic Austrian villages, many of which are ski resorts
in their own right and which include Hintertux at the
head of the valley, Mayrhofen, Zell am Ziller,
Schwendau, Kaltenbach and Fügen.

14 hours from Calais
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WAGRAIN
Resort info
Top station height:

2188 m

Resort height:

850 m

Marked runs:

350 km

Longest run:

5 km

Piste Details:
Green / Blue 65 km
Red
80 km
Black
5 km

Snow making equipment:
Total number of lifts:

Yes

100

Ski Suitability:
Beginners.
Very good
Intermediate Excellent
Experts
Excellent

Skiing can take place at Eben, Zauchensee, Flachau or
Wagrain, which links to the skiing at Alpendorf. On the
east side of Wagrain a gondola and chairlift take skiers
up to the Griessenkareck, opening up a range of runs
to suit all abilities including several tree-lined blue and
red runs down to the village of Flachau.
The Sonnalm giant slalom run above Wagrain and the
steep bowl at the top of the Muhlden drag lift, provide
terrain to test the more advanced skiers in your party.
with such a vast area, your young charges will never be
short of a fresh challenge!
Hotel accommodation is at family run three star hotels
in the quaint village of Golling. All rooms are ensuite
and generally a maximum of four persons per room.
Shops & cafés are all within easy reach of the hotels.

Après Ski:
Disco
Bowling
Swimming
Quiz
Presentation evening
Travelling time:

Situated in the heart of the Salzburgerland, Wagrain,
along with Alpendorf and Flachau, makes up the three
valleys or Sportwelt Amade, which offers a deceptively
extensive linked ski area. The Three Valleys is one of
Austria's largest interlinked ski areas, with 100 lifts
serving a vast 350 kms of marked pistes and offers
some fine skiing for all levels of ability.

15 hours from Calais

Youth style of accommodation is also available situated
closer to the ski area, where the majority of rooms are
ensuite with the offer rooms having facilities nearby on
the relevant corridor.
The superb range of skiing combined with spectacular
scenery makes this a resort well worth considering.
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STUBAI
Resort info
Top station height:

3200 m

Resort height:

1000 m

Marked runs:

140 km

Longest run:

10 km

63 km
47 km
34 km

Snow making equipment:
Details of Lifts:

Yes

41

The accommodation is located approximately 20 km
from the ski area and all rooms are 2 to 5 bedded and
are en-suite.

Ski Suitability:
Beginners
Intermediate
Expert

Excellent
Excellent
Very Good

The beautiful scenery and guaranteed real snow on the
Glacier makes the Stubai Valley a superb choice for
your next ski trip!

Après Ski:
Disco
Ice Skating
Swimming
Bowling

Travelling time:

The glacier offers guaranteed snow from October to
June with skiing and snowboarding of the very finest on
59 runs!
The 'Stubai Super Ski Pass' will allow you access to the
Stubai Glacier and the other three ski regions: the ski
centre Schlick 2000 with its lovely safe freestyle area,
the Serlesbahnen Mieders and Elferlifte Neustift. The
runs in all 4 ski regions lead all the way down into the
valley.

Piste Details:
Blue
Red
Black

Stubai Valley in the Austrian state of Tyrol is only a
short drive from Innsbruck - allowing a varied après ski
programme in addition to 140 km of runs, over 100 km
of which are at the Stubai Glacier, Austria's largest
glacier ski region.

14 hours from Calais
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CHÂTEL
Resort info
Top station height:

2500 m

Resort height:

1200 m

Marked runs:

130 km

Longest run:

6 km

Cross-country skiing:

36 km

Piste Details:
Green
Blue
Red
Black

11 km
16 km
15 km
5 km

Snow making equipment:

Yes

Details of Lifts:
Cable car
Chairs
Drags
Rope Tow

2
13
26
4

Ski Suitability:
Beginners.
Excellent
Intermediate Excellent
Experts
Very Good

Châtel village is designed to make your holiday as
convenient as possible with a good number of shops,
restaurants, banks, a traditional market and all other
essential facilities. Off slope activities are plentiful as
the village is host to a bowling alley, ice skating rink
and various snowshoe trails. The village is a perfect
combination of old and new.
Châtel is one of the most northern French Alpine ski
resorts and can be easily reached from the UK as it is
situated only 900km from Calais. Lifts spread out from
the village in both directions and even after a full day of
skiing you cannot cover the complete circuit, which
consists of 47 runs on varied terrain covering a total
distance of 130km, served by 41 lifts. Portes du Soleil
is especially suited to intermediate level skiers but can
also cater to beginners and advanced skiers, as well
as those who want to cover a lot of mileage.
The chalet accommodation is located near to the centre
of Châtel and is not far from the resort cable car.
Rooms are 4-6 bedded with showers and toilets on
each floor. Recreation rooms are available for the
group to use and the package includes 3 meals a day
with the option of returning to the Chalet at lunch time.

Après Ski:
Disco
Ice skating
Quiz
Presentation evening
Travelling time:

Châtel is a delightful French village which is part of the
Portes du Soleil circuit near the top of the Morgins
pass, linking France with Switzerland. Châtel is the
start of one of Europe’s best ski areas, yet the village
has escaped the commercial feel of many resorts and
manages to retain the look and feel of a traditional
French farming community.

13.5 hours from Calais

The beautiful scenery, traditional village and superb
skiing make this unique resort a must for a ski trip.
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Why not join in the fun!
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TOTAL
INCLUSIVE PACKAGE
Return transport from / to school by executive coach
including full use in resort
Return channel crossing
6 nights full board accommodation
Extra evening meal before departure
6 hours a day total on slope supervision including
structured lessons from local ski school for 6 days
6 day lift pass to cover all areas of the resort
6 day equipment hire
Full après ski programme
Test booklet and badge
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Plus.........
1:8 free place ratio
Concessions for party leaders family at a 1:20 ratio
Snow guarantee
24 hour service of our staff in resort
Parents' evenings support where required
Full, comprehensive personal service
No hidden extras
Total financial security
Flexibility to build a ski course to your requirements
Small groups welcome

FINANCIAL FAILURE INSURANCE
In accordance with 'The Package Travel, Package Tours Regulations 1992' all passengers booking with
Sport & Educational Travel Ltd are fully insured for the initial deposit and subsequently the balance of
all monies paid to us, including repatriation if required, arising from the cancellation or curtailment of
your travel arrangements due to the insolvency of Sport & Educational Travel Ltd. A certificate detailing
this cover will be given to each and every passenger as evidence of cover. Please ensure that you
have been given the appropriate certificate(s) at the time of your booking. This insurance has been
arranged by MGA Cover Services on behalf of Towergate Chapman Stevens through CBL Insurance.
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SET
Please visit our website
www.set-uk.com
for further details or contact us
for a free quote!
We also organise UK tours from
day trips to London or a theme
park to overnight stays all over
the UK.
Summer and Christmas market
tours are also available to France,
Belgium, Germany, Holland &
Spain contact us now for a
brochure!
Information & Booking (01493) 665965 or Email us info@set-uk.com

